Abstract. For decades, computational intelligence techniques have been developed and applied to many real world problems. In this paper, tree architectures of fuzzy neural networks are applied to Auto MPG prediction problem. The dataset concerns city-cycle fuel consumption in miles per gallon, to be predicted in terms of 3 multivalued discrete and 5 continuous attributes. Tree architectures of fuzzy neural networks have an advantage of reducing the number of rules by selecting fuzzy neurons as nodes and relevant inputs as leaves optimally. For the optimization of the networks, two-step optimization method is used. Genetic algorithms optimize the binary structure of the networks by selecting the nodes and leaves as binary, and followed by random signal-based learning further refines the optimized binary connections in the unit interval. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, Auto MPG dataset obtained from the UCI Machine Learning Repository Database is considered.
Introduction
As a modeling of real world problems become more complex, we need more powerful modeling technologies that can meet the requirement. For this reason, computational intelligence-based modeling technologies have been developed and applied to many real world problems. Many researches regarding computational intelligence-based modeling technologies have been discussed and applied to real world problems [1] - [3] .
In this paper, tree architectures of fuzzy neural networks [4] are applied to Auto MPG prediction problem. The dataset concerns city-cycle fuel consumption in miles per gallon, to be predicted in terms of 3 multivalued discrete and 5 continuous attributes. Tree architectures of fuzzy neural networks have an advantage of reducing the number of rules by selecting fuzzy neurons as nodes and relevant inputs as leaves optimally. For the optimization of the networks, two-step optimization method is used. Genetic algorithms (GA) [5] optimize the binary structure of the networks by selecting the nodes and leaves as binary, and followed by random signal-based learning (RSL) [6] further refines the optimized binary connections in the unit interval. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, Auto MPG dataset obtained from the UCI Machine Learning Repository Database is considered.
Tree Architectures of Fuzzy Neural Networks [4]
This paper is a new application version of the tree architectures of fuzzy neural networks, proposed by the author in [4] , to Auto MPG prediction. Therefore, the same version of tree architectures of fuzzy neural networks and its optimization method in [4] were used in this paper. For this reason, all of this section directly refers to [4] . For more details about the tree architectures of fuzzy neural networks, please refer to [4] .
AND neuron is a nonlinear logic processing element with n-inputs x [0,1] n producing an output y governed by the expression y = AND(x; w) ) s (
where w denotes an n-dimensional vector of adjustable connections (weights). "s" denoting some s-norm and "t" standing for a t-norm. Individual inputs (coordinates of x) are combined or-wise with the corresponding weights and these results produced at the level of the individual aggregation are aggregated and-wise with the aid of the tnorm.
By reverting the order of the t-and s-norms in the aggregation of the inputs, we end up with a category of OR neurons,
The AND and OR neurons realize pure logic operations on the membership values. Some obvious observations hold. (i) For binary inputs and connections, the neurons transform to standard AND and OR gates. (ii) The connections close to zero (one) identify the relevant inputs in the AND (OR) neuron. (iii) The parametric flexibility is an important feature to be exploited in the design of the networks.
In all experiments, we consider these triangular norms and co-norms to be a product operation (a t b=ab) and probabilistic sum (a s b=a+b-ab), respectively. Fig. 1 shows the tree architectures of fuzzy neural networks using logic-based fuzzy neurons being viewed here as a generic means of forming the skeleton of the logic model. In this figure, "*" and "+" of the nodes represent AND and OR neuron, respectively. In this structure, each node and leaf can select one of fuzzy neurons (AND/OR) and input sub-spaces, respectively. Obviously, tree architectures of fuzzy neural networks have flexible structure by allowing {0, 1} in every leaf to enhance the performance, i.e. eliminate useless connections from tree architectures of fuzzy neural networks, and can express any logic by selecting proper "Level".
To battle the problem of exponential increase of the rule, GA attempts to construct a Boolean structure of tree architectures of fuzzy neural networks by selecting inputs, including {0, 1}, as leaves and fuzzy neurons as nodes that shape up the tree structure, and then concentrate on the detailed optimization of the connections (weights) connected to each nodes by RSL. RSL is a kind of reinforcement learning algorithm that is very effective to find the local optimum because the candidate solution moves in a downhill direction very quickly [6] . For more details about RSL, please refer to [6] .
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During GA optimization, the connections to AND and OR neuron set as zero and one, respectively, because of the characteristic of the fuzzy neurons as mentioned before. RSL refinement involves transforming binary connections into the weights in the unit interval. RSL refinement considers only the tree connections, but the eliminated connections, which occur by the leaves with the value zero or one, are not considered. This enhancement aims at further reduction in the value of the performance index. For the experiment of tree architectures of fuzzy neural networks, we used 3-uniformly distributed Gaussian membership function (overlap : 0.5). The number of input to each node and the number of Level (NL) were set as 2 and 3, respectively. 50% of the data was used as a training and rest 50% was used for testing. Genetic algorithm developed the binary structure by optimally selecting the nodes and leaves, and then random signal-based learning (RSL) further refined the binary connections in the unit interval. The parameters used in this experiment are described in Table 1 .
To get the reasonable results, 20 independent simulations with different training and testing dataset have been performed. Table 2 shows the average performance in-dex (RMSE) over 20 times independent simulations. As can be seen in Table 2 , tree architectures of fuzzy neural networks predict Auto MPG with reasonable accuracy. 
Conclusions
This paper applied tree architectures of fuzzy neural networks to Auto MPG prediction problem. The dataset concerns city-cycle fuel consumption in miles per gallon, to be predicted in terms of 3 multivalued discrete and 5 continuous attributes. Tree architectures of fuzzy neural networks have an advantage of reducing the number of rules by selecting fuzzy neurons as nodes and relevant inputs as leaves optimally. For the optimization of the networks, two-step optimization method is used. Genetic algorithms optimized the binary structure of the networks by selecting the nodes and leaves as binary, and followed by random signal-based learning further refined the optimized binary connections in the unit interval. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, Auto MPG dataset obtained from the UCI Machine Learning Repository Database was used. As can be seen in the simulation results, tree architectures of fuzzy neural networks predict Auto MPG with reasonable accuracy.
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